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ABSTRACT

Magnetic flux densities In air Bnd iron region of Iran care MHD

electromagnet,- are calculated based on concept of Magnetic vector

potential. Numerical solution to the problem is obtained by converting

partial differential equations into finite difference form with simpli-

fying assumptions* A computer program is developed,- giving solution

by finite difference method* Over-relaxation technique baBed on Stoke*a

theorem is applied* Magnetic induction along the transverse axis of

the magnet and plot for magnetic induction lines for current a 2*»2O A

is presented*



TWO DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS FOR MAGNETIC FLUX DISTRIBUTION
IN ELECTROMAGNET USED FOR MHD APPLICATIONS

by

S,V, Deaai,- N. Venkatramani and V»K. Rohatgi

1. INTRODUCTION

In an MHO generaunr tha electrical pouier output ia proportional

to square of magnetic field. Hence, precise determination of the magne-

tic field becomes neceasary for the analysis of electrical performance

of the generator. Therefore, there*,ig.̂ a need to determine magnetic

field accurately in the plasma flow volume.

Two dimensional analysis of field distribution using magnetic

vector potential concept, is well established in case of electrical

machines for no-load and on-load conditions. This method can be applied

to MHD magnets tuith large air gaps. This paper summarises this method

as applied to an iron core electromagnet, being installed at the MHD

plant at Tiruchirapalli which is designed to give 2 tesla magnetic field

in MHD channel volume. As cross magnetization effect is quite negligible

in MHD generators,- it is sufficient to carry out no load analysis.

When some simplifying assumptions are made the Maxwell's equa-

tion V x H = 0 for the iron core electromagnet leads to non-linear

vector potential equation. This partial differential equation is reduced

to difference equation by replacing the continuous region,' by grid

system with finite mesh length. These finite difference equations, with

Input data for current density, reluctivity and boundary conditions, are

then solved at each grid point in coil region.,- air region and iron



region. The final solution is arrived at by successive alternating

relaxation. Expressions approximating magnetic characteristics are

used to calculate reluctivities in iron region. To accelerate the

convergence of iterations, the vector potentials are over-relaxed by

the method barmd on Stoke'g theorem and reluctivities Bre under-

relsxed by choosing suitable under-relaxation fBntor, Thus a method

is established to calculate magnetic induction in the desired region

which helps in refinement of design.

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The knowledge of flux distribution in an electrical machine

is of great importance,- if the performance of the design is to be

tested. The attempt to find the flux distribution is as old as the

art of design of electrical machines. The attempts to find out the

distribution date back to the beginning of Twentieth century.

In year 1901,- F.U. Carter used conformal mapping for obtai-

ning the solution of Laplace's equation in the air gap of en electrical

machine. He made the assumption of infinite permeability of iron. The

application of this method,- however becomes difficult for complicated

contours of electrical machines. In year 1909,- graphical methods for

flux plotting were developed by Th. Lehman. Graphical methods were

(2)

applied by Ulieseman maintaining the assumption of infinite permea-

bility.

With the development of modern electrical machinery the

assumption of infini r constant permeability became outdated and it

uas necessary to account for saturation and non-linear characteristics



of iron. Tn 1930,- G. Haberland and F. Haberland suggested a rectan-

gular magnetisation characteristics far analysis* However ;• the methods

based on such assumptions fail to give accurate design*

In 196V S.V. Ahmed and E.A* ErdelyK ' used finite difference

method to solve non linear vector potential equations for highly satura-

ted heteropolar machines* In this methnd,- the Maxuellian expressions

are tranafarmed into difference expressions with suitable boundary condi-

tions. These then are solved by alternating relaxation method to

obtain the final solution. In 1965 and 66,- S.V, Ahmed,- E.A. Erdelyi and

R.O. Hurtneas ' did no load and on load analysis for saturated D,CO

machines using improved relaxation techniques* The finite difference

technique discussed in these three papers is applied for the MHD electro-

magnet under discussion.

From year 197D,- onwards,- Finite element method discussed by

P. Silvester and M.V.K. Ghari ' has become more popular* In this

method,' triangular meshes are chosen unlike rectangular meshes in finite

difference method. The sizea of triangular meshes can be freely chosen

so that dense clusters of analler elements exist in important regions of

interest and fewer largers ones in remote areas. This technique permits

greater freedom in prescribing boundary shapes.

3. ASSUMPTIONS

It is practically very difficul-i to develop an analytical

method far finding flux distribution taking into account all the bounda-

ries of the magnetf nonlinearitiea of care material and discreteness of

current carrying regions* To overcome this difficulty some simplifying



assumptions are made which reduce the complexity of formulation without

sacrificing the accuracy of finl results* The assumptions made are as

under :

1. The geometry of MHD magnet is rectangular,- excepting the

tapered pole surfaces as Bhouin in Fig. 1* Hence,- the rectangular Carte-

slen co-ordinates can be used for analysis* The replacement of tapered

pole surface by stair-sass type surface allows the use of Cartesian

co-ordinates.

2. The magnet is assumed to be infinitely long in the dire-

ction of length (plasma flow direction). Which means end effects are

ignored.

3. Hynterlsis effects are neglected,- meaning thereby that

B-H characteristics and reluctivity values are single valued.

4. Iron core material is assumed to be isotropic. As a result

of this assumption,- reluctivity v becomes a scalar quantity and is

constant over entire mesh area.

5. The two exciting windings of the magnet consist of 5 pan-

cakes each. One pancake consists of tuo layers. Each pancake has

different number of turns in a layer. The coil assumes the shape of

trapezoid as shoun in Fig. 1. The conductor section is square uith a

central hole for coolant. Each turn is insulated from the other. Thus

out of the total winding area, a fraction is carrying the electric

current. But in the analysis, in place of discrete current carrying

conductors,' the whole coil area is assumed to carry uniform current.

This current density is obtained by multiplying the actual current



density in the conductor,- fay space factor*

6, The flux lines are assumed to confine themselvna within

Iron core,' meaning thereby that the reluctivity of outaide air is

infinite*

7* The reluctivity of current carrying region ia assumed to

be equal to that of air*

<>* PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Scalar potentials can be applied in the problems where there

are no current carrying regions* But in the problems,-- where current

carrying field windings are present,' it is necessary to apply vector

potential* The properties of magnetic field can be represented by two

equations

Curl (T = 3" (1)

rilv B = 0 (2)

The second equation means that the magnetic field is divergence free

field* We can assume a vector potential such that

15 = curl If (3)

The condition div "B a 0 is automatically satisfied by equation (3) as

divergence of a curl is equal to zero*

In two dimensional analysis,' the vectors If and 3* have only

Z components. Hence Z subscript is dropped from notation. Then "1" and

H Mill have components in x-y plane only.



Eqn. (1) can then be simplified as

BA

ix

Magnetic induction then can ba calculated as

Bx a — (5a)

-3A

By = - -— (5b)
O X

The important advantage of using H in the calculation of

magnetic induction is that a curve on which *A is constant is a flux

line and when auch equipotentiala are plotted at uniform increment,- they
ft)

represent the flux plot. This can be explained in the following way

dfl = dx + dy (G)
Bx -8y

Along a line equipotential of A,- dA = . 0

—— dx + — dy = 0
^ x "By

Substituting equations (5a) and (5b) we get

» By dx + Bx dy = 0

.', By/Sx s dy/dx

This expression shows that the vector B is everywhere tangen-

tial,- to the equipotential of *A ,



The solution of equation C O must satisfy the following boundary

conditions,' with reference to Fig. 2.

1) Boundary condition on the line uf applied potential -

Line AB is fit], is a ''lux line. Dn this line Qx = 0 i.e. TJ— = D

.*. fli will hnvR a constant value <Dirichlifc condition)

2) Boundary conditions because of the assumption of infinite

reluctivity Df outside air -

Since the reluctivity of outside air is assumed to be infinite, line BC

and CO become flux lines. Hence "5 is constant on these lines in the

similar way (Dirichlit condition)

3) Boundary condition at the line of symmetry -

All the flux lines are normal to the line of symmetry. (Line AD in the

fig. ),• 3 7T/3 y = 0. (Neumann condition)

*i) Houndary conditions at interfaces -

At the interfaces nf iron and air media,- such as EFf- FGf- GH and HIf ths

normal component of magnetic induction and tangential component of magne-

tic field intensity must be continuous.

5) 8oundary conditions at corners -

Boundary conditions Df type I* mu3t be satisfied at corners as uell.

5O NUMERICAL METHOD OF SOLUTION

Because of complicated geometries and non-linear characteristics

of ferromagnetic material,- the analytical solution of equation (V) is

practically impossible. For the purpose of getting numerical solution,-

differential equations have to be replaced by difference equations. The
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oontlnuoua rtglon In Fig, 2 ia raplacad by a grid atructura with small

but finite maah langtha. Partial darlvativea ara then replaced hy

algebraic difference •xprsaaiona which approximate the original derive-

tivee. The resulting algebrala equations axe aolved for vector poten-

tials* Flux density VOIUBB can bo calculated from these potential values*

The grJld atruoture ia shown in Fig* 2* If a uniform mesh ia

ohoeen over thu entire area,' the computs? calculations become very easy.

But to satlafy the boundary condition of type <tt- a fine mesh haa to be

chosen In the vicinity of interfaces* If fine mesh ia selected over

entire region,* the computational time taken will be very large without

significant gain in accuracy of the results, A uniform coarse mesh in

the interior region and fine mean 1B the vicinity of interfaces (In

Fig. 2,' finer mean ia chosen in the areas encirclnd aa KK and IX) gives

aolutlon over these conflicting requirements.

All boundaries are made to coincide with grid lines. These

grid Unas are numbered in x and y direction beginning from 1» The x

and y co-ordinates are named aa I and J co-ordinates respectively*

Vector potentials are defined at the Intersection of these grid line..

For example A(20,- 13) means value of A at the intersection of 20 grid

line in x direction and 13 t h in y direction. There are 58 grid lines in

X direction and 40 in y direction* To establish Bym- etry and cor-sctnees

of results,- initially the calculations were carried out fox half section

Instead of quadrant Bection. For this purpose 58 x 77 mash was chosen*

Mora accurate analyBla choosing 79 X 110 mesh titan also carried out.



5.1 Transformation of partial differential equations Into difference

form

Fig. 3 shows the meshes around general grid paint, h^, h2, h^

and h^ are mesh lengths. Dn account of the assumption of isotropic

media, reluctivities Vjy •*„, v f and v^ in the core materiel and current

densities 3^, J_, 0-j and 0, in conductor material are uniform over respe-

ctive regions. The vector potential AQ can be expressed in terms of A's

(neighbouring potentials), J'a and v's by the following expression

Ao = M/N ( 7 ) t 5 )

Where

M =

•••••• ^"J)

a's and p's are calculated as

2
a 2 = (8a)

h-i (h-i + h - )
1 1 3

2
a, = (8b)

(Be)
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h«f (h2 +

+ h3

h3

hl + h3

(Bd)

(So)

h2

H

(9c)

C9d)
h?

The values of A's,1 J's Bnd v'a mere expressed in terms of co-ordinate

I and J in the computer calculation in the FollouinQ uiBy (Refer Firj« 3a)

A (1,0)

A (I,- J

A Ut- J

32 (I, 3

32 (I -

v2 (I,- 0

v 2 a -

+ 1)

- 1)

- 1)

1,- J)

- 1)

1,- 0)

—> Ao

—»-A?

_>Al,

->31

->C3

—y vl

--*-v3

A (I +

A a -

02 (I,-

1,-

J)

J2 (I - 1,

v 2 Clf

V- (I -

J>

• 1 ,

a)
a)

3 - 1)

j - i)

— > Al

—>• A3

* 32

- > Ji,

— * ^ 2

ThP expression for A(I,- J) gets simplified for fDllDuiing different cases:

i) Wo current density field in any of the mesh.
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ii) The mesh sizes being equal.

iii) The horizontal or vertical grid line containing Ao

happen? to be an interface between lron-Birt- current

carrying region-air or iron-current carrying region.

i'v) Uniform current density over all meshes

v) Meshes are nil in air,

5.2 The magnetisation curve

It is convenient to use reluctivity of the material rather than

permeability In partial differential equation. Based on Froellnh

equation ,• the reluctivity v is given as

v = a/(l - blBQ (ID)

where a and b are constants nf the material. However,- for large values

of magnetic induction (in the saturation region) eqn. (10) leads to

negative values of reluctivity v. Well beyond the knee reluctivity

should be calculated as

v = C - d/B (11)

The reluctivity in a mesh depends upon average magnetic indu-

ction in the mesh,- which is assumed to be uniform. Referring Fig. 3,-

the x and y components of average magnetic induction in the region OV73

can be calculated as

D x = 1/2
Ao - + A3 - A 7\
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/ Aa - A3 + A^ - A? \
fc 8y . 1 / 2 ( _ )

Reluctivity of mesh 0^73 can be calculated by one of the

following expressions as the case may be

- «3
y = a( b \( V V V ^ 7 ^

5.3 Boundary conditions in difference form

Boundary conditions of types 1 and 2 are taken care of by

assigning a definite (zero or constant) vector potential on lines ABt'

BC and CO in Tig, 2. Boundary conditions of type <t and 5 are satisfied

automatically when fine mesh is selected in the region of interfaces.

To acco'jnt for the boundary condition of type 3,- a false

boundary is added (ff D ) to the grid system, y co-ordinate of this line

is 1, The actual boundary is at ordinate 2. The symmetry condition la

enforced by giving A'a,' v'af- J's (If any) and mesh size equal on either

side of ordinate 2. (Neumann condition).

To establish symmetry and correctness of results,- the analysis

uas carried out for half section (instead of quadrant section) assuming

all exterior boundaries as flux lines. Smaller mesh size uas selectee;

(13)
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around the line of symmetry. Tram the results It uas observed that

A (I, 1) = A (I, 3) ClAa)

v (I, 1) .- v Cl, 3) (Mb)

Which indicated that boundary condition of types 3 was satisfied

automatically by the structure. Hence it can be concluded that uhen

analysis is done for half section, it is not necessary to apply NBumann

boundary condition,

S.'t Relaxation techniques for iterations

When equation (7) is written for N internal mesh points, it

gives a set of N simultaneous equations. The iteration procedure knouin

as alternating relaxation is employed to solve these equations. The

solution glues ft values. Using these, reluctivities (vfs) are recal-

culated. These steps are repeated till A's converge sufficiently.

Finally, from A values magnetic induction values are calculated,- which

is the solution to the problem.

To speed up the convergence of iterations various over and

under-relaxation techniques have to be employed. Vector potentials are

over-relaxed using Stoke*s theorem. Potentials are scaled up by a

factor Cm, which is defined as

\ \ "5 ds
Cm = i = (15)

6 H.dl

Amp-turns supplied

Amp-turns calculated along closed path after certain no, of iterations
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In the heglnninoi' »s all A values era equal (Initial

tho dBnomlnotni' hoa a email value, which results In values or Cm

much higher than unity. A'B are than scaled up by thin factor. If dei\a

minetor Is greater than numiirntor, On la lens thBn unity and vector

potentials are automatically reduced*

v*s were onlculnted from A vBlueb, but an under-relaxstlon

an used to calculate thesa values fc

following formula din a nnfiri for t.HI R purpose

factor was used to calculate thesa valuer for next Iteration. The

(6)

(16;

Where (v) , is reluctivity tD be uaad In the (n+1) Iteration,

(v) la the reluctivity used in the first part of the n Iteration ana

(v) ere reluctivities calculated Bt the end of n iteration.

5,5 The computer program

The computer program carries out basically the following three

operations j

1) It calculates A values Bt all intersections of qrida and

reluctivities v in different mesn

2> It calculates ovor-relBxatlon factor necesBary to MIBBCI up

the iterations and checks the state of convergence.

3) Aftpr oatlBfactory convergence, it calculates magnetic

induction In all tho mean areas.
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The flow chart for the computer program is shown In Fig* km

The value of Cni is checked to lie between 0,01 and 100 before relaxa-

tinn(9>.

6. SPECIFICATIONS,- INPUT DATA AND RESULTS

6.1 Specifications

The computation of flux distribution is done for uater cooled

electromagnet with the following physical and operational characteristics.

6.1.1 Physical characteristics

1) Height of air gap

2) Width of pales at air gap

3) Length of poles

4) Width of poles at the rnot

5) Thickness of yoke

6) Size of the conductor

7) Size of coolant hole

6) Total turns in two coils

9) Total nD. of pancakes

10) Total no, of layers

11) Total weight of maqnet

6.1.2 Operational characteristics

1) Power

2) Voltage

3) Current

*») T o t a l Amp-turns

t 0 , 5 m

t 0 , 6 5 m

: 3 , 0 m

I 1 ,11 m

I 0,82 m

> 28 mm square

: 18 mm B

I 360

: 10

I 20

: ( v 250 tons

: 785 Kill

: 32^ vol t3

I 2(»P0 Amps

l 0,712 x 10E
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2
5) Current density In the conductor t <t,5S7 Amp/mm

6) Resistancs of the coil j D.131* -ft-

6,2 Input data

1) Reluctivity of air 1 7.957 X 105

2) Space factor for coil : 0.<i(tl6

3) Uniform current density taken I 2.D17 Amp/mm

for calculations

*t) Under-relaxation factor for : 1/15

reluctivities

5) Magnetic characteristics for iron i

core material
t

The following expressions were used for calculating v a

from a values which approximate B-H charactpH stins for Tata A grade

steel.

for B between 0 to 1.6 Ub/mc

v = 351.0VC1 - 0.5Z182 B) (17)

for B between 1.8 to 2.?5 lilb/m'

v a (0.85337 - l .«Z/B) X 1C5 (18)

fnr B abovs 2.25 U)h/m

v = (0.203 - O.itOWn) x 10G (19)

Ths experimental curve and approximatenq nine inprf in computer calcula-

tions are shown in Fig. 5.
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6.3 Observations and Results

The computer programs uere run at DEC-1U computer* The correct

choice for Amp-turn summation path chosen to accelerate the convergence

Is very important. The incorrect choice leads to oscillatory behaviour

of the solution. Following points have to be borne in mind when choosing

the path -

1) Magnet cornera are molded.

2) The path lengths are parallel to magnet bnundaries.

3) Boundaries (interior and exterio.*) should be avoided.

If path is chosen close to interface,- it leads to oscillations.

A path with at leaat 2-3 nodes between it Bnd the boundaries, givea

satisfactory convergence. Programs were run for different under-relaxation

factors ranging from 8 to 20. Out of which 15 was found to, be the fastest.

Different values for A uere given as initial guess. In all the cases

for initial guesses convergence to unique solution was observed. The

number of iterations and computer time was however different for different

cases.

For initial guess of A = 0,5,- abnut 1000 iterations were

required for convergence to final solution, flfter 10D0 iterations ratio

Cm uas equal to 1.0007 (Error - 0.07V.) in this case. In case of some

initial guesses (A = O.B) the rstio Cm assumed fairly accurate values

during iterative process,- but A values uere not steady. In such cases,

more number of iterations were allowed till A values converged suffi-

ciently. The final values far magnetic induction were then calculated.
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The programs were run for different initial guesses of A such as 0,

0,5,- 0.55, 0,6, 0,7, 50'etc, In all the coses,- identical values of B

were found after the convergence. It was found that the solution conver-

ged very slowly for initial guesaes of A = 0 and 50.

In Fig. 2, grid structure is shown for quadrant section of the

magnet with 5B x IIO me.nhes. However to establish the symmetry and to

verify the correctness of the results, the computRT programs mere run

for 58 x 77 (coarse meBh) and 79 x 110 ffine rneBh) grid systems for half

sections, 79 x 110 mesh system was chosen to ohtain better accuracy of

the results. The time taken tD arrive at the final solution for coBrBe

mesh system was U5 minutes and that for fine mesh system about 75 minutes.

However in fine mesh system very small Improvement in the accuracy was

found, (e.g. - for the value of magnetic induction of 2 tesla, the

difference was found at third place of decimal).

In order that boundary condition of type i» tu be satisfied at

the interfaces (normal component of magnetic induction and horizontal

component of magnetic field intensity being equal), a fine mesh was

chosen in the vicinity of the interfaces. It

was observed that in case of fine mesh formulation thetd conditions were

satisfied in a better way (the difference in the values was found at

third place of decimal). In CBSP of coarse mesh formulation, however

the difference was found at second place Df decimal.

Fig. 6 Bhous maqnetic induction profile in the ir gap region

along the transverse axis of the magneto This gives us the idea about

the homogeneity of the magnetic field in the region of interest. The
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peak central field is 2*07 tesla. Table I shows the values of magnetic

induction at different distances from the centre.

Table I

Magnetic Induction along transverse axis

Distance in metres Magnetic Induction mU of Peak
from centre in Tesla Cetitrnl field

0.0 2.07 100

0.1 2.03 98

D.2 l.gi. 93.7

0.3 1.79 86.5

0.4 1.36 65.7

The plot for magnetic Induction lines is shuun in Fig. 7. This plot is

for current = 2420 Amps. Magnetic induction lines are equipotentials of

ft at uniform incremRnt.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The method discussed is appropriate to determine flux distri-

bution in iron core MHO magnets with large air Qap. The analysis gives

the \6P.3 afinut the trpnsvRrse uniformity of the field,- which is of

interest in MHD generation. As tnp computer results aiv/e magnetic

induction VBIU P S at numt'er of points,' magnptic (nilllng force1? and ele-

ctromannetic forces can be nalculatp.d mors accurately, ulhich helps in

improving over the deuinn.
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